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A Study on the Performance of Airbnb Listings in New York City 
 

Abstract 

This paper aims to better understand what factors are considered when an individual 

chooses to book an Airbnb and what features contribute most to their experience. With this 

understanding, it is the goal to be able to effectively market Airbnb to potential customers to 

increase the number of bookings and generate more revenue. We focus our analysis on Airbnb 

listings in New York City through data sets that detail a variety of topics, including listing-

specific attributes, host qualities, and user experience. We utilize a variety of data analysis 

techniques from regressions to text analysis to identify the most important factors that affect a 

listing’s booking rate throughout the year, as well as, take a deep dive to determine which 

specific attributes affect a review score rating and how the price of an Airbnb, regardless of the 

borough, compares to hotels within the area. The empirical results not only illustrate that factors 

such as value, property type and cleanliness affect Airbnb booking rates, but also that Airbnb 

listings are often priced lower than hotel rooms, regardless of the borough. The results also 

showed that there are significant discrepancies between what customers value most and the key 

attributes included within the listing descriptions. And, the paper concludes with detailing ways 

to combat these discrepancies, while emphasizing the positive attributes potential customers 

value most. 

Introduction 

 Trip planning can be both a very exciting and daunting task. And for many, trying to 

decide where to stay while on a budget presents a real challenge. It is easy to get overwhelmed. 

However, the innovations of technology have added a great deal of convenience to the process. 

In minutes, one can research travel accommodations through various hotel sites, third-party 
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booking sites, and rental service sites without having to enlist a travel agency. With the 

utilization of rental spaces on the rise, hotels are no longer the only viable option for vacation 

stays; and, our goal at Airbnb is to be the first choice for booking a vacation stay.  

Airbnb is an online platform that acts as a broker, connecting people all around the world 

for unique travel experiences. Starting out as simply a place for people to list their homes, 

Airbnb has expanded to offer a variety of tourism experiences within its platform. However, 

home and room rentals are still the bulk of its business. Established in 2008, Airbnb has seen 

meteoric growth in the number of rental listings available and it continues to disrupt the 

hospitality industry with its service offerings. With over 7 million accommodations and more 

than half a billion guest arrivals — accessible in 62 languages and spanning over 220 countries 

and regions (Airbnb, Inc., n.d.) — Airbnb presents hospitality entrepreneurs with monetary 

opportunities, while providing vacationers with increased convenience. 

Since its inception, one of the strongest markets for both listings and guest bookings has 

been New York. It encompasses several cities that experience a high volume of tourists, and 

presents a viable opportunity to continue to drive business and build Airbnb’s share in the 

hospitality sector. As marketers, our role in this effort was to better understand the needs of 

consumers and promote Airbnb’s services in accordance with those needs to draw in more 

clientele, and increase both the number and frequency of bookings. Therefore, the objective of 

our study was to identify the key criteria that consumers consider when booking travel 

accommodations in order to develop a marketing campaign that appeals to a broader customer 

base.  
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It is common understanding that price is a significant factor for those deciding where to 

stay on vacation, but what other attributes are taken into consideration? We aimed to take a 

deeper dive into the minds of travelers to determine what aspects of listings matter most to them.  

We first reviewed literature corresponding to our subject matter to better understand the 

scope of the industry and the results of past studies. This would also serve as a reference to 

determine whether the components found to be significant in our model correlate with those 

identified as significant by previous studies, reinforcing the relevance of our model. We then not 

only utilized data mining techniques to predict the price of a listing based on predictor variables, 

but also employed publicly available reviews of Airbnb listings to analyze the characteristics of 

the listings and identify their potential significance in correlation to price. Additionally, we 

applied natural language processing techniques to interpret the user review comments associated 

with the listings. This method of analysis highlighted the text of considerable importance as well 

as attributed a measure of sentiment — a dynamic element that provided meaning to the text in 

addition to significance. And ultimately, the significant elements identified in our model 

provided further justification in our selection of which listing characteristics to highlight in our 

new campaign efforts to increase the reach of Airbnb promotions and capture a wider audience. 

Please be advised, the format for the rest of this paper will be as follows: Literature 

Review (2), Data Sources and Characteristics (3), Methodology (4), Empirical Evidence (5), 

Marketing Applications and Internal Fixes (6), Conclusion and Suggestions for Research (7), 

References (8).   

Literature Review  

Airbnb remains in direct competition with traditional hotel bookings. Through a seamless 

website and mobile application, Airbnb is able to connect travelers around the world with 
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unique, and often cost-effective travel accommodations. In just over one decade, Airbnb has 

already made a visible impact on the hotel industry. 

Research conducted by Farronato and Fradkin (2018) found that for the top 10 cities 

within the Airbnb market share in the United States, the introduction of Airbnb resulted in “1.3 

percent fewer hotel nights booked and 1.5 percent loss in hotel revenue.” Because prices and 

occupancy rates are determined by the variability in the number of travelers, and peer hosts often 

do not have to endure the same geographic and bureaucratic constraints like that of hotels, there 

is greater flexibility in the supply of listings. Furthermore, hosts also have the added advantage 

of low entry costs as well as limited marginal costs, likely contributing to the reason why Airbnb 

has expanded to list more rooms than any home group worldwide to date. 

Additionally, Frarronato and Fradkin note that Airbnb travelers benefit from its flexible 

sellers and the ability to expand the number of rooms available as necessary. And while it is 

likely that travelers appreciate these offerings, it is evident that there are a number of other 

concerns that travelers consider. As a result, Airbnb has taken considerable interest in better 

understanding the user and travel data provided through its bookings. Evaluating who their 

customers are, formulating profiles, and knowing what they take into consideration when 

booking travel accommodations is an invaluable tool that can be used to better target and market 

to future travelers.  

With that being said, it can be assumed that the top factor most people consider when 

booking a vacation accommodation is price. Maintaining a budget while planning a trip is a 

major concern for many, and often impacts the decisions of travelers. In 2019, led by Dr. Lynn 

Minnaert, the Family Travel Association, in conjunction with the NYU School of Professional 

Studies Jonathan M. Tisch Center of Hospitality conducted a study to better understand travel 
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trends for families (Minnaert, 2019). By surveying 1580 parents and 1168 grandparents 

representing a variety of cultural and socioeconomic backgrounds, the study found that 

“affordability is the most dominant challenge for respondents.” 

This concept is further supported by Dr. Daniel Guttentag (Guttentag, 2016) who 

conducted a study to better understand why an individual may choose to book a vacation 

accommodation through Airbnb, rather than a traditional hotel room. His research found most 

people are drawn to stay in an Airbnb for more practical reasons – with price, or cost, being the 

top motivation for their stay. 

Beyond price, however, there are many other factors vacationers consider when booking 

accommodations. For example, Guttentag’s research also found location and amenities as other 

practical considerations that attract customers to Airbnb. Another is the impact of online reviews  

—  a factor that has consistently grown in importance over the years. In 2019, Trip Advisor 

released the findings of an independent study conducted with Ipsos MORI that polled over 

23,000 Trip Advisor users across 12 markets (TripAdvisor, 2019). This study found that “81% of 

participating travelers always or frequently read reviews before booking a place to stay.” 

But to truly utilize the information gathered from reviews, it’s important to select an 

appropriate method to analyze the words used within the reviews to parse any data useful for 

better understanding user behavior, as well as, past and future experiences. Farisi (2019) was 

able to classify positive and negative reviews through the Multinomial Naïve Bayes Classifier 

method to effectively identify review sentiment.  

Data Sources and Characteristics 

The source from which we acquired the datasets was Inside Airbnb, “an independent, 

non-commercial set of tools and data that allows you to explore how Airbnb is really being used 
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in cities around the world.”1 And while the site provides data on a multitude of cities, for the 

purposes of this study, we utilized data sets specific to New York City. One of the data sets used 

covers a variety of information, including location data, information about the hosts, and the 

characteristics of the rental unit for listings as of August 5, 2019. This data set included 48,865 

observations and 106 variables. Additionally, we also utilized a data set comprised of reviews, 

which featured 6 variables and 1,048,576 observations.  

In regard to the listings, it is important to note that the original data set was greatly 

reduced. Several variables included long descriptions for each listing, specific details about each 

host, or even seemed to provide duplicate information to other variables that did not contribute to 

solving the overall purpose of this study. Thus, by using domain knowledge and formulating 

assumptions, we eliminated 76 variables in total. As a result we were left with 30 variables with 

which to conduct our analysis. (Refer to Appendix A.1 for Data Dictionary)  

Upon utilizing conditional formatting in Excel to review the data for the selected 

variables, it was evident that there were several observations that were blank, or listed “N/A” in 

place of legitimate responses or values. And because none of the variables required the exact 

same value, the blank observations or null values were modified individually: 

● host_response_time – blank observations were replaced with the median value, 

“within a day” 

● host_identity_verified – filled missing variables with false (f) to avoid 

overestimating the number of hosts that were truly verified 

                                                
1 http://insideairbnb.com/about.html  

http://insideairbnb.com/about.html
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● bathrooms and bedrooms – replaced missing observations with the median value 

of 1 as we assumed that each unit will have at least one bathroom and one 

bedroom 

● review_scores_rating, review_scores_accuracy, review_scores_cleanliness, 

review_scores_checkin, review_scores_communication, review_scores_location, 

review_scores_value, reviews_per_month – missing values were replaced with 

the individual mean values of each variable to avoid overestimating the rating of a 

listing   

● zip code – utilized Melissa Lookups, a third-party site, to identify missing zip 

codes individually based on a listing’s latitude and longitude     

Also, included below are the variables that were crafted manually to enable us to  

perform all of our necessary analysis: 

● price_comparison – created by utilizing Kayak to find the average cost of a hotel 

room to identify whether or not each listing price exceeds the average hotel room 

cost in the borough corresponding to a listing’s location 

● host_length – created by subtracting the date a person became a host (host_since) 

from August 8, 2019, (the date the data was last updated) to quantify the  

number of days or length of time a person had been a host 

Next we partitioned the data into training, validation, and test sets. We sampled 50% of 

the data for training, 30% for validation, and 20% for testing, specifically. Thus we were able to 

avoid overfitting when developing the model by utilizing the training set to develop the model, 

the validation set to assess the performance, and the test set to try out the model with new data. 
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Due to multiple analyses being conducted, there was variation as to which variables were 

input and output variables. The availability_365 variable was used as the output variable during 

the initial analysis with 16 input variables. However, when conducting further analysis, price 

was utilized as an output variable with 28 input variables; review_scores_rating also served as an 

output variable with 6 input variables. Additionally, price_comparison was utilized as the output 

variable with price as the input variable to perform a separate analytical technique that compared 

Airbnb listing prices to the average price of a hotel room. 

Methodology  

 Our analytical approach for the listing data set began with executing a stepwise 

regression, backward elimination, and forward selection on the training set to reduce the number 

of variables present in our model. Once the reduced model was established, we incorporated a 

multiple regression to determine the significant predictors at a 0.001 level of significance. 

Assuming that listings with limited availability — or high booking rates — likely indicate they 

are highly preferred by customers, we utilized availability_365 as the response variable to 

identify which factors contribute to how often a listing is booked. By knowing what customers 

are looking for, we could better market listings to generate more bookings and ultimately 

increase revenue.   

Continuing on, we conducted a deeper exploration into the review_scores_ratings and 

price variables, which were both identified as significant predictors during the initial multiple 

regression. Additionally, based on literature and personal assumptions, we believed that those are 

two factors most considered by customers when booking vacation accommodations and felt we 

needed to study them further. 
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We first ran a multiple regression with review_scores_ratings as the response variable to 

identify which of the six review score attributes made significant impacts on a listing’s overall 

rating. Then for price, we utilized the significant predictors found during the initial multiple 

regression of availability_365 to generate a predictive model that forecasted the price of several 

sample listings. By predicting listing costs, we could potentially predict how the price would 

impact their availability based on the trends found in our dataset. 

In addition, we completed two Naive Bayes classifier analyses using price_comparison 

as the output variable to further examine the impact of price as it pertained to the average cost of 

a hotel room in each borough of New York City as they serve a direct competition to Airbnb 

listings. In order to do so, we first had to account for the imbalanced classification issue within 

the price_comparison observations. By this we mean that the data exhibited an unequal 

distribution, and correcting this issue was essential in order for the Naive Bayes classifier to 

provide us with meaningful results. Using a duplicated version of our cleaned data set — void of 

dummy variables — we went with two different approaches to solve the issue:  

1. Simultaneous undersampling and oversampling  

2. Randomly Over Sampling Examples (ROSE)  

 In the first approach we executed both undersampling and oversampling in R, which 

oversamples the minority class with replacement while undersampling the majority class without 

replacement (Analytics Vidhya, 2016). Before doing so, we re-partitioned the data into the same 

percentiles used previously: 50% of the data for training, 30% for validation, and 20% for 

testing. We then executed the undersampling and oversampling on each data sample and 

executed a function to re-order the observations to further avoid any possible presence of 
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imbalance. Following those steps we were then able to execute our first Naive Bayes classifier 

analysis.  

 Moving on, we also utilized the ROSE approach to modify the imbalanced classification 

issue. This technique is similar to the simultaneous undersampling and oversampling in that it 

generates data synthetically, however, some consider this method to provide a better estimate of 

original data. So again, we began by re-partitioning the data in the same fashion mentioned 

above before executing the ROSE technique. We must note that when executing this sampling 

approach we could only utilize variables that were continuous or categorical, which resulted in 

using 19 out of 31 overall variables. Furthermore, we repeated the re-ordering of the 

observations before completing our second Naive Bayes classifier analysis.     

To visualize the results, we generated a confusion matrix for both analyses to determine 

the percentage of listings that cost less than the value of a hotel room. The intention was to 

illustrate that, regardless of borough, the majority of Airbnb listings cost less than the average 

cost of a hotel room in New York City yet still achieve a high level of customer satisfaction.  

In regard to our second data set, text analysis was performed to convert the unstructured 

reviews data set into information that could further be processed and utilized. We found it 

important to compare key terms used in review scores for listings that were rated high, low, and 

how the two reacted when combined. To identify the score rating for each grouping, we 

compared review scores for all listings and found the top 10% to be a score of 100 and the 

bottom 10% to be scores of 87 and below. This small spread between the highest and lowest 

scores was expected as the average review score among listings was 94. Because the review 

comments dataset and New York City listing dataset that contained the review scores were 

within separate datasets, we needed to join key data between the two based on a common factor 
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– the listing ID. Using Excel, we were able to successfully identify which review comments were 

attributed to each listing. Next, we created separate datasets for the top 10% review score 

comments, bottom 10% review score comments, and a data set that combined the two. We then 

uploaded each dataset into R to begin the analysis. 

To ensure formatting consistency for the analysis, we performed several transformations 

within each dataset:  

● Converted all text to lowercase  

● Removed any extra white spaces  

● Removed numbers  

● Removed punctuation  

● Removed stop words which offered little value  

Each step within the cleaning process worked to provide more uniformity to the unstructured 

data. After cleaning the review scores, we compared the new review text for each listing to 

identify the words used most often. This process indicated 10 key terms, of which we will detail 

within the Empirical section of this paper.  

For comparison, we also performed a text analysis on the listing descriptions provided 

within the New York City listing data. This was done in hopes of identifying if hosts were 

providing descriptions that captured what customers value most. Similarly, this analysis followed 

a similar process of transforming the data to provide uniformity among the descriptions by 

removing white spaces, numbers, punctuation, and stop words, as well as converting all text to 

lowercase. Like the review text analysis, this process identified the 10 terms used most often 

among the listing descriptions. We will provide more information on these results within the 

Empirical section of this paper as well. 
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Empirical Evidence  

As previously mentioned, we initiated our analysis by attempting to reduce the number of 

factors necessary for our model. Through execution of stepwise regression and backward 

elimination techniques, we found that all 16 explanatory variables used in the model were 

essential in relation to the availability of a listing. It is worth noting that we initially planned to 

utilize forward selection as well; however, it did not produce an output, and therefore, was not 

included in the data reduction process. (Refer to Appendix C.1-3 for regression outputs) 

As for the multiple linear regression run on the validation set, we identified 27 significant 

predictors at a 0.001 level of significance, including price, review_scores_rating, and 

number_of_reviews. The coefficients from the multiple regression also showed the effect that 

each predictor had on the availability, or booking rate, year-round. For instance, holding all other 

predictors constant, a listing at a Bed and Breakfast increased the number of days booked by 4.18 

days. In contrast, a listing being located in Queens decreased the number of days booked by 4.93 

days. With that being said, a couple of the significant variables identified — such as host_length 

or host_response_time — came as a bit of a surprise considering one does not typically associate 

these aspects with listing availability. However, the significance of variables like price or 

review_scores_rating is not at all surprising considering how often a listing is booked heavily 

depends on its past reviews, as well as, how willing customers are to book it at a certain price. 

That logic is ultimately the reason why we decided to perform deeper analysis on those two 

specific variables.  
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For price, the predictive model we developed provided a forecast of the predicted — and 

actual — prices of 50 listings. The full table of predicted listing prices can be viewed in 

Appendix D.3, however, a sample of the first six predictions are provided below: 

Looking at these six predictions, it is evident that the accuracy of the predictions varies 

greatly from one listing to the next. Therefore to determine accuracy, refer to the table below:  

   ME RMSE MAE  MPE MAPE 

Test set -3.21  260 117 -Inf  Inf 

From the output given above, one can see that the ME is low while the RMSE is 

relatively high, indicating that our predictive model varies significantly in how far a predicted 

price is from the actual price of a listing. This, however, isn’t unexpected taking into account that 

our data set consists of prices from listings in five different boroughs. And, the price point for a 

listing in Manhattan is bound to be much higher than in Staten Island. Perhaps that is a 

consideration that should’ve been taken into account when building the model in order to 

improve the accuracy and specificity of our results in regard to which borough the model is 

basing its prediction. From which we would then have a better inclination of how a potential 

listing price may impact its bookings.    

As for review_scores_rating, the results from the multiple linear regression appear 
below: 

(See Appendix D.2 for the Full Regression Output) As one can see, all six variables in the 

regression were found to be significant. And while this may not be a shocking result, we cannot 

Predicted Actual Residual 
<dbl> <dbl> <dbl> 

1 161.3 60 -101.26 

2 144.2 99 -45.24 

3 91.8 190 98.16 

4 167.0 180 13.03 

5 168.3 70 -98.29 

6 61.7 68 6.34 
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ignore its impact. We know that customers place a great amount of emphasis on rating when 

deciding whether or not to book potential listings or other travel lodging accommodations. And, 

a customer is more likely to book a listing that has a higher rating over a listing with a lower 

rating. Based on the output from our regression, a listing’s rating score consists of more than just 

a general numeric figure. These results indicate that when a customer is reviewing a listing after 

a stay, they are taking all of the components displayed above into consideration. Therefore, to 

maintain a high level of customer satisfaction, it is a necessity that each listing host understands 

the value of each subcomponent that attributes to a listing’s overall rating and make sure they are 

accounted for with each customer’s stay.  

Moving on, our Naive Bayes classifier provided significant results. By utilizing the 

price_comparison variable as the response variable and price as the predictor, we finished with 

the following outputs:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Coeffi.ci.ents: 
Esti.mate Std. Error t value Pr(>l t l) 

(Intercept) - 5 . 7384 0. 3139 -18 .3 <0 .0000000000000002 *** 
1i.sti.ngs.df$revi.ew_scores_checki.n 0.6562 0.0380 17.3 <0.0000000000000002 *** 
1i.sti.ngs .df$revi.ew_scores_cl eanl i.ness 2 . 2859 0.0239 95.7 <0 .0000000000000002 *** 
1i.sti.ngs .df$revi.ew_scores_communi.cati.on 1 .9805 0.0388 51 .0 <0 .0000000000000002 *** 
1i.sti.ngs.df$revi.ew_scores_l ocati.on 0.6187 0.0289 21.4 <0.0000000000000002 *** 
1i.sti.ngs .df$revi.ew_scores_accuracy 2. 2703 0.0342 66.4 <0 .0000000000000002 *** 
1i.sti.ngs .df$revi.ew_scores_value 2 . 6576 0.0299 88 .8 <0 .0000000000000002 *** 

Si.gni. f . codes : 0 '***' 0 .001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0 .05 ' ' 0.1 ' ' 1 
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Naive Bayes via Undersampling and Oversampling 

  
Naive Bayes via ROSE Sampling 

  
 In both displays, presented on the left is the output from our validation set and on the 

right is the output from the test set. The “0” indicates the model predicts the price of a listing to 

be cheaper than its assigned comparable average hotel price, and a “1” indicates a listing price is 

predicted to be more expensive.  

The first pair of results illustrate the findings from the analyses that utilized simultaneous 

undersampling and oversampling. We can see from the outputs that the overall accuracy of this 
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0 
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Reference 
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Accuracy 
95% CI 
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Neg Pred Value 

Prevalence 
Detection Rote 

Detection Prevalence 
Balanced Accuracy 
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0.967 
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0.804 
0.958 
0.504 
0 .487 
0.606 
0.863 

0 

Confusion Matrix and Statistics 

Reference 
Predi cti.on 0 1 

0 4716 632 
1 228 4017 

Accuracy 
95% CI 

No Information Rate 
P-Value [Ace > NIR] 

Koppa 

Mcnemar' s Test P- Value 

Sensi ti. vi ty 
Specificity 

Pos Pred Value 
Neg Pred Value 

Prevalence 
Detection Rate 

Detection Prevalence 
Balanced Accuracy 

'Positive' Class 

0.91 
(0.904, 0.916) 
0.515 
<0.0000000000000002 

0.82 

<0 . 0000000000000002 

0.954 
0.864 
0.882 
0.946 
0.515 
0.492 
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0.909 

0 

Confusion Matrix and Statistics 

Reference 
Prediction 0 1 

0 4735 1327 
1 142 3569 

Accuracy 
95% CI 
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Pos Pred Value 
Neg Pred Value 
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Detection Prevalence 
Balanced Accuracy 

'Positive' Class 

0.85 
(0 .842, 0.857) 
0.501 
<ll . 0000000000000002 

0.7 

<0 . 0000000000000002 

0.971 
0. 729 
0.781 
0.962 
0.499 
0 . 484 
0 . 620 
0.850 

0 
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model is around 91%. And while this information is beneficial, we needed to dig further in order 

to gather insight into the percentage of listings accurately predicted to be cheaper than their 

comparable average hotel price assigned. In doing so, we found that out of all the accurate 

predictions in our model, about 53% of listings are predicted to be less expensive than the 

comparable hotel prices.   

Continuing on, the second set of results shows the outputs of our analysis utilizing the 

ROSE sampling technique. As is evident from the visuals presented above, the overall accuracy 

of this model is around 85%. Additionally, this model found that of all the accurate predictions, 

an estimated 56% of listings are predicted to be less expensive than the comparable hotel prices 

utilized ⎼ a slightly improved result in comparison to the percentage found in the previous 

model. And while the ROSE sampling technique is considered to provide a better sampling 

estimate, taking into account the fact that we were not able to utilize all of our variables when 

executing the sample provided us with reasoning to also consider the results from the analysis 

utilizing undersampling and oversampling. Thus, in looking at the results from the confusion 

matrices as an average, we plan to weigh the results from both models equally by utilizing an 

average between the two.  

In any case, we believe the implications of our findings are highly valuable as they 

indicate — with a degree of accuracy — that when comparing the average cost of a hotel room in 

the matching borough to the price of an Airbnb listing, more than half of listings are predicted to 

be less expensive. And because Airbnb’s biggest competition in regard to travel accommodations 

is traditional hotel rooms, the findings from this model could be advertised to appeal to potential 

customers. The possibilities of this will be discussed in greater detail in the Marketing 

Applications section.   
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Lastly, the text analysis of the review scores provided interesting results. When 

comparing key terms between the top 10% of review scores, bottom 10% of review scores, and 

the combination of the top and bottom 10% of review scores, we found eight similar key terms. 

These terms included apartment, clean, great, host, location, nice, place, and stay. It is not 

surprising to see that most of these terms have a positive sentiment as the average review score 

was 94 and the median review score was 96. This meant that even the bottom 10% of reviews 

included listings with up to an 87 review score. When analyzing the text of the listing 

descriptions, however, we only found one key term used in both the descriptions and customer 

review text — apartment (Refer to Appendix B for a full list of identified key terms). This 

illustrated that listing descriptions were failing to use the key terms and topics that customers 

value most within their Airbnb stay. By highlighting key points that are most important to 

customers, listings will be able to capture the attention of those searching to book an Airbnb 

listing and ultimately increase the number of bookings. This disconnect is one we plan to provide 

solutions to alleviate within the next section of this paper.   

Marketing Applications and Internal Fixes 

 Now that we’ve identified the key factors involved in an individual choosing to book an 

Airbnb listing and what factors contribute most to their experience, it’s important to now use this 

information to effectively market Airbnb to potential customers.  

 First we must identify the audience we plan to target within our marketing efforts. To 

narrow the market, the campaign will focus on individuals located primarily in the northeastern 

region of the United States in New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts and Pennsylvania, as well 

as, Florida and California. These are the states identified by Google Trends in which people are 
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most often searching for hotel rooms in New York City. We also recommend targeting those 

aged 25 to 34 as this is the largest user demographic currently among Airbnb users (Lock 2019).  

 For the marketing campaign, we will employ two key, digital marketing tactics and have 

specified key performance indicators (KPI’s) to measure the success of the campaigns. The first 

tactic will focus on social media outreach – particularly Facebook and Instagram. Studies have 

shown the most common age group among both social platforms to be those aged 25 to 34 years 

old, which coincides to a key user demographic for Airbnb (Clement 2019a), (Clement 2019b). 

These social media platforms are also cost-effective and allow the ability to target the audience 

based on the key demographics previously identified. The ads placed on these social media 

platforms would highlight key factors identified within our previously mentioned model that 

have the greatest impact on an individual booking an Airbnb, including the low price of Airbnb 

units in comparison to hotel rooms in the area, the variety of property types offered, that you can 

instantly book a unit online, the cleanliness of units, and the value of booking an Airbnb. To 

evaluate the impact of the ads, we recommend measuring the clicks, impressions, and website 

referral traffic from the ads.   

 Another marketing tactic we recommend implementing is Google Ads using general 

keywords like “Where to stay in NYC” and “NYC Hotel Rooms”, as well as more specific key 

terms related to our model, such as “Cheap NYC Hotels” and “Boutique NYC hotel”. In addition 

to targeting through key demographics, Google Ads also allows the ability to focus on in-market 

segments as the ad will only be shown to those actively searching for bookings in NYC. To 

evaluate the effectiveness of the campaign, the click-through-rate, as well as conversion rate, 

should be closely monitored.   
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 Along with the marketing campaign, we recommend making internal adjustments as well. 

From the results of the text analysis, we identified a lack of consistency between the key terms 

identified from the reviews in comparison to the description of Airbnb listings. This discrepancy 

illustrates a need to execute quality control. By adjusting the listing descriptions to incorporate 

the key terms identified from the reviews, we can improve how Airbnb markets each listing in 

accordance with what customers and potential customers are looking for. And doing so, would 

likely have a positive impact on the listing review scores, thus potentially increasing the number 

of bookings listings receive to ultimately generate more revenue.  

Conclusion and Suggestions for Research 

 In order to put forth a complete and well-rounded research study, we incorporated a 

variety of data analysis techniques. But rather than present disjointed results, our results work in 

cohesion to present one conclusion. The initial multiple linear regression on year-round 

availability laid the groundwork for us to perform deeper analysis by detailing which variables 

were significant. Thus we created our predictive model to forecast the prices of Airbnb listings, 

as well as, executed a multiple linear regression to identify the significant components of review 

rating scores. We ultimately discovered that the availability of a listing heavily depends on its 

cost and its rating, in addition to other variables – listing rating is comprised of several smaller 

components – and the ability to forecast a listing price can provide a prediction of how a listing 

is likely to perform in terms of availability, or number of bookings, at a certain price in one of 

the five boroughs New York City. The addition of the Naive Bayes classifier provided an extra 

layer of analysis by providing an indication of the percentage of listings that are less expensive 

than the average overnight hotel room cost in the same borough. We also incorporated the text 

analysis, which assisted in tying our information together. By identifying the key terms, we were 
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able to determine what customers are looking for and were able to generate ideas on how to 

better market Airbnb and its listings in a way that will increase the customer base and generate 

more bookings, ultimately generating more revenue. Also, the low price of listings will continue 

to give Airbnb an edge over hotels while being able to cater to specific customer needs is likely 

to raise listing ratings and improve overall customer satisfaction. 

And while we do not have any specific “failures” to note, there are a few suggestions and 

potential next steps worth mentioning in regard to our research. 

● Modify the predictive model to predict prices associated with a specific borough 

and utilize it for comparison to current listings and their availability  

● Partition the remaining data not utilized in the text analysis and compare each 

percentile to the listings with top 10% of rating scores to identify discrepancies 

● Broaden the context of the key terms identified from the reviews to associate 

positive or negative sentiment  

● Web scrape competing third party sites (such as Expedia or Travelocity) to 

generate a comparable data set with hotel pricing and room characteristics in 

order to perform a more thorough Naive Bayes classifier analysis between listing 

prices and hotel costs in each borough of New York City 

In the field of hospitality and tourism, very little is certain. From changes in the economy 

and shifts in customer preferences to improvements in technology and service offerings, Airbnb 

lies within an industry that experiences frequent change and much adversity. Especially in regard 

to a city like New York City that endures frequent fluctuations and seasonality in its tourist 

population with annual events (such as: the US Open, Fashion Week, the Macy’s Day 

Thanksgiving Parade, and more). With future research and improvements to our past data 
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analysis, we will be able to further understand the impacts that price and review scores have on a 

listing’s performance. Our efforts will provide direction for improving Airbnb’s marketing 

efforts and service offerings with the purpose of raising customer satisfaction, expanding the 

customer base and capturing a larger share of the market. Thus, as previously mentioned, 

achieving the goal of generating more revenue.  
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Appendix A: Data Dictionaries 
 
Listings Data Dictionary 

● ID - Unique Listing ID (ranges from 2595 to 7802198) 

● HOST_SINCE - Date an individual became a host (ranging from August 22, 2008 to 
August 5, 2019) 

● HOST_SINCE_MOST_RECENT - Date the data was last updated (August 5, 2019) 

● HOST_LENGTH - Numerical figure representing the number of days an individual has 
been a host  

● HOST_RESPONSE_TIME - Numerical figure representing the amount of time that 
passes before a host responds to a message through the Airbnb platform  

● HOST_IDENTITY_VERIFIED - Identifies if the host has completed the identity 
verification process by indicating true or false  

● ZIP CODE - A group of five numbers added to the postal address to identify in which 
neighborhood a listing located 

● NEIGHBORHOOD_GROUP_CLEANSED - Represents one of the five boroughs in 
New York City in which a listing resides (Bronx, Staten Island, Queens, Brooklyn and 
Manhattan) 

● STATE - Identifies the state in which each listing is in (New York) 

● LATITUDE - The angular distance of a location or object north or south of the Earth’s 
celestial equator 

● LONGITUDE - The angular distance of a location or object east or west of the meridian  

● PROPERTY_TYPE - Indicates the type of housing a listing (Aparthotel, Apartment, 
Barn, Bed and breakfast, Boat, Boutique hotel, Bungalow, Bus, Cabin, Camper/RV, Casa 
particular (Cuba), Castle, Cave, Condominium, Cottage, Dome house, Earth house, Farm 
stay, Guest suite, Guesthouse, Hostel, Hotel, House, Houseboat, Lighthouse, Loft, Nature 
lodge, Other, Resort, Serviced apartment, Tent, Timeshare, Tiny house, Townhouse, 
Treehouse, Villa, Yurt) 

● ROOM_TYPE - Indicates the amount of space available (Entire home/apt, Private room, 
Shared room) 

● ACCOMMODATES - Indicates the number of people a listing can lodge during a stay 

● BATHROOMS - Indicates the number of bathrooms a listing provides  
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● BEDROOMS - Indicates the number of bedrooms a listing provides  

● AVAILABILITY_365 - Indicates the number of days a listing is available for booking  

● PRICE - Indicates the cost of a listing   

● PRICE_COMPARISON - Indicates whether the price of a listing is above or below the 

average hotel room cost in one of the five boroughs: 

○ Manhattan - $297 

○ Queens - $172 

○ Brooklyn - $207 

○ Bronx - $166 

○ Staten Island - $152 

● NUMBER_OF_REVIEWS - Indicates the total number of reviews written about a listing 

● REVIEW_SCORES_RATING - A customer-provided review score attributed to a listing 
based on overall experience and satisfaction  

● REVIEW_SCORES_ACCURACY - A customer-provided review score attributed to a 
listing based on how accurately a listing matches its description and service offerings  

● REVIEW_SCORES_CLEANLINESS - A customer-provided review score attributed to a 
listing based on its cleanliness  

● REVIEW_SCORES_CHECKIN - A customer-provided review score attributed to a 
listing based on the check-in process  

● REVIEW_SCORES_COMMUNICATION - A customer-provided review score 
attributed to a listing based on a host’s communication with customers  

● REVIEW_SCORES_LOCATION -  A customer-provided review score attributed to a 
listing based on the accuracy and convenience of a listing’s location  

● REVIEW_SCORES_VALUE - A customer-provided review score attributed to a listing 
based on how appropriately a listing is priced  

● INSTANT_BOOKABLE - Identifies if a listing is available to book immediately by 
indicating true or false  
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● CANCELLATION_POLICY - Indicates the type of cancellation policy for a listing 
(flexible, moderate, strict, strict with 14 day grace period, super strict_30, super strict_60) 

● REVIEWS_PER_MONTH - Indicates the approximate number of reviews written for a 
listing on a monthly basis  

● DESCRIPTION - Brief summary describing a listing’s attributes  

Reviews Data Dictionary 

● LISTING_ID - Unique Listing ID (ranges from 2595 to 7802198) 

● COMMENTS - Text reviews written about a listing by a customer  

● HIGH - Indicates if a listing falls within the top 10% of review scores 

● LOW - Indicates if a listing falls within the bottom 10% of review scores 
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Appendix B: Key Terms Identified in Text Analyses  
 
Bottom 10% of Scores 

1. apartment 
2. clean  
3. good  
4. great  
5. host  
6. location  
7. nice  
8. place  
9. room  
10. stay 

 
Top 10% of Scores  

1. apartment 
2. clean  
3. comfortable  
4. great  
5. host  
6. location  
7. nice  
8. place  
9. recommend  
10. stay 

 
Combination of Top 10% and Bottom 10% of Scores  

1. apartment 
2. clean 
3. great  
4. host   
5. location  
6. nice  
7. place  
8. room  
9. stay  
10. subway 

 
Listing Descriptions   

1. apartment 
2. bed  
3. bedroom  
4. kitchen  
5. living  
6. private  
7. restaurants  
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8. room  
9. walk  
10. will  
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Appendix C: Stepwise Regression, Backward Elimination, and Forward Selection Outputs 
 

1. Stepwise Regression 

 
 

2. Backward Elimination 

 
3. Forward Selection 

Start: AIC=463012 
listings.df$avai lability_365 - listi ngs.df$id + listings.df$price + 

listings .df$review_scores_rating + listings.df$host_length + 
listings .df$host_response_time + listings.df$host_identity_verified + 
listings.df$neighbourhood_group_cleansed + listings.df$property_type + 
listings.df$room_type + listings.df$acconvnodates + listings.df$bathrooms + 

listings .df$bedrooms + listings .df$number_of_reviews + l i stings.df$instant_bookable + 

listings .df$cancellation_policy + listings.df$reviews_per_month 

Df Sum of Sq RSS AI( 
<none> 635412569 463012 
- ltsttngs.df$instant_bookable 1 204821 635617390 463026 
- listings.df$id 1 237660 635650228 463028 
- listings.df$bathrooms 1 273243 635685812 463031 
- listings.df$bedrooms 1 294434 635707002 463033 
- listings.df$host_identtty_vertfied 1 1694942 637107510 463140 
- listings.df$price 1 1965255 637377823 463161 
- listings.df$room_type 2 2471821 637884389 463198 
- listings.df$review_scores_rating 1 2452065 637864634 463198 
- listings . df$accommodates 1 3029097 638441666 463243 
- listings.df$host_length 1 3086255 638498824 463247 
- listings.df$reviews_per_month 1 3788720 639201289 463301 
- listings.df$neighbourhood_group_cleansed 4 3954754 639367323 463307 
- listings.df$number_of_reviews 1 7328713 642741282 463570 
- ltstings.df$cancellatton_poltcy 5 13745583 649158151 464048 
- listings.df$property_type 36 16241555 651654124 464173 
- listings.df$host_response_time 3 71315530 706728099 468204 

Start : AIC=463012 
l i stings.df$avail abili ty_365 - listings .df$id + listings.df$price + 

l istings.df$review_scores_rating + listings.df$host_length + 
listings.df$host_response_time + listings.df$host_identity_verified + 
hsti.ngs.df$nei.ghbourhood_group_cleansed + listi.ngs .df$property_type + 
listings.df$room_type + listings.df$accommodates + listings . df$bathrooms + 
l istings.df$bedrooms + listings.df$number_of_reviews + l i stings.df$instont_bookable + 
listings.df$cancellation_policy + listings.df$reviews_per_month 

Df Sum of Sq RSS AI( 
<none> 635412569 463012 
- listi ngs.df$instant_bookable 1 204821 635617390 463026 
- listings . df$id 1 237660 635650228 463028 
- listings .df$bathrooms 1 273243 635685812 463031 
- listi ngs .df$bedrooms 1 294434 635707002 463033 
- listi ngs.df$host_identity_verified 1 1694942 637107510 463140 
- listings .df$price 1 1965255 637377823 463161 
- listi ngs .df$room_type 2 2471821 637884389 463198 
- listings.df$review_scores_rating 1 2452065 637864634 463198 
- listi ngs.df$accommodates 1 3029097 638441666 463243 
- listings .df$host_length 1 3086255 638498824 463247 
- listi ngs .df$reviews_per_month 1 3788720 639201289 463301 
- listi ngs .df$nei ghbourhood_group_cleansed 4 3954754 639367323 463307 
- listings.df$number_of_reviews 1 7328713 642741282 463570 
- listings .df$cancellation_policy 5 13745583 649158151 464048 
- listi ngs .df$property_type 36 16241555 651654124 464173 
- listings.df$host_response_time 3 71315530 706728099 468204 
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Start: AIC=463012 
listings .df$availability_365 ~ listings.df$id + listi ngs .df$price + 

listings.df$review_scores_rating + listings.df$host _length + 

listings.df$host_response_time + listings . df$host_identity_verified + 
listings.df$neighbourhood_group_cleansed + listings.df$property_type + 
listings.df$room_type + l istings.df$accommodat es + listi ngs.df $bathrooms + 
listings.df$bedrooms + listings.df$number_of_reviews + l istings.df$instant_bookable + 
listings . df$cancellation_policy + listings.df$reviews_per_month 
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Appendix D: Multiple Linear Regression Outputs 

1. Availability  

 

Call: 
lm(formula = listings.df$availability_365 ~ listings.df$id + 

listings.df$price + listings.df$review_scores_roting + listings.df$host_length + 

listings.df$host_response_time + listings.df$host_identity_verified + 
listings.df$neighbourhood_group_cleonsed + listings.df$property_type + 

listings.df$room_type + listings.df$accommodates + listings.df$bathrooms + 
listings.df$bedrooms + listings.df$number_of_reviews + listings.df$instont_bookoble + 

listings.df$cancellation_policy + listings.df$reviews_per_month, 
data = listings .train .df) 

Residuals: 
Min lQ Median 3Q Max 

-443.9 -75.3 -30.0 78.4 434.0 

Coefficients: 

(Intercept) 
l ishngs . df$id 
listings.df$price 
listings .df$review_scores_rating 
listings.df$host_length 
listings .df$host_response_timewithin a day 
lis tings.df$host_response_timewithin a few hours 
listings.df$host_response_timewithin an hour 
lis tings.df$host_identity_verifiedt 
listings.df$neighbourhood_group_cleansedBrooklyn 
listings.df$neighbourhood_group_cleansedManhattan 
listings.df$neighbourhood_group_cleansedQueens 
listings.df$neighbourhood_group_cleansedStaten Island 
listings.df$property_typeApartment 
listings.df$property_typeBarn 
lis tings.df$property_typeBed and breakfast 
listings.df$property_typeBoat 
listings.df$property_typeBoutique hotel 
l istings. df$property_typeBungalow 
listings.df$property_typeBus 
l istings. df$property_typeCabin 
listings .df$property_typeCamper/RV 
listings.df$property_typeCasa particular (Cuba) 
listings .df$property_typeCastle 
listings.df$property_typeCave 
listings .df$property_typeCondominium 
listings.df$property_typeCottage 
listings .df$property_typeDome house 
listings.df$property_typeEarth house 
listings .df$property_typeFarm stay 
listings.df$property_typeGuest suite 
listings .df$property_typeGuesthouse 
listings.df$property_typeHostel 
listings .df$property_typeHotel 
listings.df$property_typeHouse 
listings .df$property_typeHouseboat 
listings.df$property_typel ighthouse 
listings .df$property_typeloft 
listings.df$property_typeNature lodge 

Estimate Std. Error 
252.0723084545 29.0080809545 
-0.0000002846 0.0000000666 
0.0296970656 0.0024172035 

-0.9476866751 0.0690570229 
-0.0124444664 0.0008082942 

- 117.5000205357 3.7637477745 
-23 .496 7202786 3.9268617760 
-29 .9617459145 3.8345572004 
-13.6715645383 1 .1982568841 
-40 .6445638573 3.5732229882 
-35.6447052341 3.5992323259 
-18.5063531573 3.7548228642 
14.6797804125 6.8450975582 
32.8860953859 27.6987161226 

-46.4973243514 85.3355556085 
126.5066735289 30.2545066649 
98.9446920220 42.1275459565 

127 .4421249800 28.9033046958 
4.1648172133 33.3417389332 

108.2448915288 85.3443559817 
92.4637505133 71.5286599635 
41.1282490937 45.5203082158 
73.3113573196 85.3427943502 
30.0464632216 117.4357845389 
69.5209087474 85.3133208231 
36. 3919138970 27.8485078930 
31.1804653755 51.2805536227 

273.9508847297 117.4819843778 
118.8616647797 63.4485183456 
118.8649346159 85.3153897721 
54.0926472417 28.3523841546 
74.4503933950 31.6263893703 

143.0014960409 31.2815760257 
167.0062549806 28.7175259462 
64.5918070702 27.7696739221 

119.7234178229 71.4992381428 
177.2023658192 117.5433220701 

33.9062161482 27.8611303437 
- 20. 7670125192 117.4342759126 
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li.sti.ngs.df$property_typeOther 
li.stings.df$property_typeResort 
li.sti.ngs.df$property_typeServi.ced apartment 
li.stings.df$property_typeTent 
li.sti.ngs.df$property_typeTi.meshare 
li.stings.df$property_typeTiny house 
li.sti.ngs.df$property_typeTownhouse 
li.stings.df$property_typeTreehouse 
li.sti.ngs.df$property_typeVi.lla 
li.stings.df$property_typeYurt 
li.sti.ngs.df$room_typePri.vate room 
li.sti.ngs.df$room_typeShared room 
li.sti.ngs.df$accommodates 
li.sti.ngs.df$bathrooms 
li.sti.ngs.df$bedrooms 
li.stings.df$number_of_reviews 
li.sti.ngs.df$i.nstant_bookablet 
li.stings.df$cancellation_policymoderate 
li.sti.ngs.df$cancellati.on_poli.cystri.ct 
listings.df$cancellation_policystrict_l4_with_grace_period 
li.sti.ngs.df$cancellati.on_poli.cysuper_st ri.ct_30 
listings.df$cancellation_policysuper_strict_60 
li.sti.ngs.df$revi.ews_per_month 

(Intercept) 
listi.ngs.df$i.d 
listings.df$price 
li.sti.ngs.df$revi.ew_scores_rati.ng 
listi.ngs.df$host_l ength 
li.sti.ngs.df$host_response_ti.mewi.thi.n a day 
li.sti.ngs.df$host_response_ti.mewi.thi.n a few hours 
listi.ngs.df$host_response_t i mewithin an hour 
li.sti.ngs .df$host_i.denti.ty_veri.fi.edt 
listi.ngs.df$neighbourhood_group_cl eansedBrooklyn 
li.sti.ngs.df$nei.ghbourhood_group_cl eansedManhattan 
li.sti.ngs.df$nei.ghbourhood_group_cl eansedQueens 
li.sti.ngs.df$nei.ghbourhood_group_cl eansedSt aten Island 
li.sti.ngs.df$property_typeApartment 
listings.df$property_typeBarn 
li.sti.ngs.df$property_typeBed and breakfast 
listings.df$property_type8oat 
li.sti.ngs.df$property_typeBouti.que hotel 
listings.df$property_type8ungalow 
li.sti.ngs.df$property_typeBus 
li.sti.ngs.df$property_typeCabi.n 
li.sti.ngs.df$property_type(amper/RV 
li.sti.ngs.df$property_type(asa particular (Cuba) 
listings.df$property_type(astl e 
li.sti.ngs .df$property_type(ave 
listi.ngs.df$property_typeCondomi.ni.um 
li.sti.ngs.df$property_typeCottage 
li.sti.ngs.df$property_typeDome house 
li.sti.ngs.df$property_typeEarth house 
li.sti.ngs.df$property_typeFarm stay 
listings.df$property_typeGuest suite 
li.sti.ngs.df$property_typeGuesthouse 

77.2830373955 29.6209710835 
66.6141557665 30.7913160853 

146.9184271610 28 .1549224075 
- 25.8744159711 54.2210624767 
113.1792404823 117.4341715019 

-1.1441642577 38.1305753406 
32.5649334018 27.8438960824 
26.4319545148 117.4392134806 
45.0234829648 35 .1261688425 

129.3576957564 85.3189866183 
8.9234737919 1 .2893457636 

47.0166016084 3 .5436138620 
6.6554606658 0.4363456032 
6.2877095346 1. 3725465428 

-4.6491945344 0.9776718031 
0.4084267746 0.0172150952 

-4.6836142543 1.1808718560 
-0.6031772604 1 .4662223035 
95.6146725996 51.0635926579 
31.5027109364 1. 2873629980 
43.7436478621 23.8814995760 

174.6790088175 10.9830642497 
-8.1192381119 0.4759684014 

t value Pr(> ltl ) 
8.69 < 0.0000000000000002 *** 

-4.27 0 .0000193775025446 *** 
12.29 < 0 .0000000000000002 *** 

-13.72 < 0 .0000000000000002 *** 
-15.40 < 0 .0000000000000002 *** 
-31. 22 < 0.0000000000000002 *** 

-5.98 0 .0000000021979298 *** 
- 7.81 0.0000000000000057 ••• 

-11.41 < 0 .0000000000000002 *** 
-11.37 < 0.0000000000000002 ••• 
-9.90 < 0 .0000000000000002 *** 
-4.93 0 .0000008305422773 *** 
2. 14 0.0320 * 
1.19 0 .2351 

-0.54 0.5858 
4.18 0 .0000290204357813 *** 
2.35 0.0188 * 
4.41 0 .0000103946740824 *** 
0.12 0 .9006 
1.27 0.2047 
1.29 0 .1961 
0.90 0.3663 
0.86 0 .3903 
0 . 26 0.7981 
0.81 0 .4151 
1.31 0 .1913 
0.61 0 .5432 
2.33 0 .0197 * 
1.87 0.0610 
1. 39 0 .1636 
1. 91 0.0564 
2.35 0.0186 * 
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2. Review Scores 
 

 

listings.df$property_typeHostel 
listings .df$property_typeHotel 
listings .df$property_typeHouse 
listings.df$property_typeHouseboat 
listings.df$property_typelighthouse 
listings.df$property_typel oft 
listings .df$property_typeNature lodge 
listings .df$property_type0ther 
listings.df$property_typeResort 
listings .df$property_typeServiced apartment 
listings.df$property_typeTent 
listings .df$property_typeTimeshare 
listings.df$property_typeTiny house 
listings.df$property_typeTownhouse 
listings .df$property_typeTreehouse 
list ings.df$property_typeVilla 
listings .df$property_typeYurt 
listings.df$room_typePrivate room 
listings.df$room_typeShared room 
listings .df$accommodates 
list ings.df$bathrooms 
listings .df$bedrooms 
listings .df$number_of_reviews 
listings.df$instant_bookablet 
list ings.df$cancellation_policymoderate 
list ings.df$cancellation_policystrict 
listings .df$cancellati on_policystrict_l4_with_grace_period 
listings .df$cancellation_policysuper_strict_30 
listings.df$cancellat i on_policysuper_strict_60 
list ings .df$reviews_per_month 

4.57 
5.82 
2.33 
1.67 
1.51 
1.22 

-0.18 
2.61 
2.16 
5.22 

-0.48 
0.96 

-0.03 
1.17 
0.23 

0 .0000048559678509 
0.0000000060835364 

••• 
••• 

0.0200 • 
0.0940 
0.1317 
0.2236 
0.8596 
0.0091 •• 
0.0305 • 

0 .0000001813931848 ••• 
0.6332 
0.3352 
0.9761 
0.2422 
0.8219 

1.28 0.1999 
1.52 0.1295 
6.92 0 .0000000000045421 ••• 

13.27 < 0 .0000000000000002 
15.25 < 0 .0000000000000002 

4.58 0 .0000046378146147 
-4.76 0.0000019864458763 
23.72 < 0 .0000000000000002 

••• 
••• 
••• 
••• 
••• 

-3.97 0 .0000731212806191 ••• 
-0.41 0.6808 
1.87 0.0611 

24.47 < 0.0000000000000002 ••• 
1.83 0.0670 

15.90 < 0 .0000000000000002 ••• 
-17 .06 < 0 .0000000000000002 ••• 

Si gnif. codes: 0 ••••' 0.001 •••• 0 .01 '•' 0.05 • . ' 0 . 1 • ' 1 

Residual standard error: 114 on 48802 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared : 0.258, Adjusted R-squared : 0 . 257 
F-statistic: 278 on 61 and 48802 OF, p-value: <0.0000000000000002 

Call: 
lm(formula = listings .df$review_scores_rating - l i stings. df$review_scores_checkin + 

l istings.df$review_scores_cleanliness + listings.df$review_scores_communication + 
l istings.df$review_scores_locati on + l i stings .df$review_scores_accuracy + 
l istings.df$review_scores_value, data • listings.train.df) 

Residuals: 
Min lQ Median 3Q Max 

-74.01 -0.95 -0.01 1.05 73.85 

Coefficients: 

(Intercept) 
listings.df$review_scores_checkin 
listings.df$review_scores_cleanl iness 
listings.df$review_scores_communication 
listings .df$review_scores_locati on 
listings.df$review_scores_accuracy 
l isti ngs.df$review_scores_value 

Estimate Std. Error t 
-5.7384 0.3139 
0 .6562 0.0380 
2.2859 0.0239 
1.9805 0.0388 
0.6187 
2.2703 
2.6576 

0.0289 
0.0342 
0.0299 

val ue Pr(>lt l) 
-18.3 <0.0000000000000002 
17.3 <0 .0000000000000002 
95.7 <0 .0000000000000002 
51.0 <0 .0000000000000002 
21.4 <0 .0000000000000002 
66.4 <0.0000000000000002 
88.8 <0 .0000000000000002 

Signif. codes: 0 ••••• 0 .001 ••• • 0.01 '*' 0.05 0.1 ' ' 1 

Residual standard error: 3.81 on 48857 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.748, Adjusted R-squared: 0.748 
F-statistic: 2.42e+04 on 6 and 48857 DF, p-val ue: <0.0000000000000002 

••• 
*** 
••• 
*** 
••• 
••• 
••• 
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3. Predicted Prices  

Validation Set        Test Set 

 
 
 
 

Predicted Actual Residual Predicted Actual Residual 

1 161.3 94 -67.2 59 1 161.3 60 - 101.26 
2 144.2 110 -34.24 3 2 144.2 99 - 45.24 

3 91.8 250 158.16 5 3 91.8 190 98.16 
4 167 67 - 99.973 4 167 180 13.03 

s 168.3 62 - 106.287 5 168.3 70 - 98.29 

6 61.7 75 13.337 6 61.7 68 6.34 

7 60.1 150 89 .887 7 60.1 130 69.89 

8 104.3 350 24 5 .705 8 104.3 250 145.71 

9 181.2 83 - 98.194 9 181.2 225 43.81 

10 184.6 380 195.391 10 184.6 105 - 79.61 

11 186.2 150 - 36 .232 11 186.2 131 - 55.23 

12 107.6 272 164.401 
12 107.6 105 - 2.6 

13 34.8 35 0 .24 3 
13 34.8 89 54.24 

14 167.6 140 - 27.585 
14 167.6 175 7.42 
15 126.6 80 - 46.57 

15 126 .6 75 - 51.572 
16 153.8 100 - 53.75 

16 15 3.8 190 36 .249 
17 129.5 75 - 54.53 

17 129.5 65 -64.53 1 18 148.1 85 - 63.15 
18 148.1 8 5 - 63.149 19 270.6 70 -200.65 
19 270 .6 95 - 175.64 5 20 181 89 - 91.98 
20 181 250 69.0 22 
21 274.5 109 - 16 5 .514 
22 243 130 -113.0 18 
23 193.8 151 - 42.78 
24 71.l 89 17.895 
25 146.7 90 - 56.734 
26 181.6 130 - 51.595 
27 205.9 40 - 165.94 5 
28 101.3 100 -1.268 
29 126 8 5 - 41.006 
30 66.6 55 -11.64 5 
31 97.5 151 53.467 

32 76 118 41.983 
33 34.9 50 15.095 
34 118 .7 225 106.348 
35 36.7 215 178 .2 5 
36 81.4 55 - 26.384 
37 39.2 280 240.824 
38 46.2 291 244.808 
39 93.1 300 206.893 
40 166.3 75 -91.304 
41 134.4 150 15.576 
42 137.3 178 40.729 
43 214.3 75 - 139.33 
44 125.7 160 34.307 
45 8 3 100 17.042 
46 112.1 198 8 5.948 
47 221.6 128 - 93.649 

48 52.5 275 222.535 
49 55.8 40 - 15.8 29 
so 183.3 35 - 148.344 
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Appendix E: Naive Bayes Classifier Confusion Matrices  

1. Naive Bayes via Undersampling and Oversampling 

  Validation Set     Test Set 

        
2. Naive Bayes via ROSE Sampling 

  Validation Set    Test Set 

        
 
 
 

Confusion Matrix and Statisti cs 

Reference 
Prediction 0 1 

0 6953 965 
1 309 6180 

Accuracy 
95% CI 

No I nformat ion Rat e 
P-Val ue [Ace> NIRJ 

Kappa 

Mcnemar·s Test P-Value 

Sens i ti. vi. ty 
Specifi cit y 

Pos Pred Value 
Neg Pred Value 

Prevalence 
Detection Rate 

Det ection Prevalence 
Balanced Accuracy 

' Posi. ti.ve ' Class 

0.912 
(0.907, 0 .916) 
0.504 
<0.0000000000000002 

0.823 

<0.0000000000000002 

0 .957 
0.865 
0 .878 
0.952 
0.504 
0 .483 
0. 550 
0.911 

0 

Confusion Matrix and Statistics 

Reference 
Predi ction 0 1 

0 7143 1746 
1 244 5526 

Accuracy 
95% CI 

No Information Rate 
P-Val ue [Ace > NIR) 

Kappa 

Mcnemar·s Test P-Value 

Sensitivity 
Speci fi ci. ty 

Pos Pred Value 
Neg Pred Value 

Prevalence 
Detection Rate 

Detection Prevalence 
Bal anced Accuracy 

•Positive ' Class 

0.864 
(0.859, 0.87) 
0 .504 
<0.0000000000000002 

0. 728 

<0.0000000000000002 

0.967 
0 .760 
0 .804 
0 .958 
0.504 
0 .487 
0 .606 
0 .863 

0 

Confusion Matrix and Statisti cs 

Reference 
Prediction 0 1 

0 4716 632 
1 228 4017 

Accuracy 
95% CI 

No Inf ormation Rate 
P-Value [Ace> NI R) 

Kappa 

Mcnemar 's Test P-Value 

Sensitivi ty 
Speci.fi c-l ty 

Pos Pred Val ue 
Neg Pred Value 

Prevalence 
Detection Rate 

Detect ion Prevalence 
Bal anced Accuracy 

' Posi t i. ve' Class 

0.91 
(0.904, 0.916) 
0.515 
<0.0000000000000002 

0.82 

<0.0000000000000002 

0.954 
0.864 
0.882 
0.946 
0.515 
0.492 
0.557 
0.909 

0 

Confusion Matrix and Statistics 

Reference 
Prediction 0 1 

0 4735 1327 
1 142 3569 

Accuracy 
95% CI 

No Information Rate 
P-Value [Ace > NIR) 

Kappa 

Mcnemar's Test P-Val ue 

Sensitivity 
Speci fi.ci. ty 

Pos Pred Val ue 
Neg Pred Value 

Prevalence 
Detection Rate 

Detection Prevalence 
Balanced Accuracy 

' Positive ' Class 

0.85 
(0.842, 0.857) 
0.501 
<0.0000000000000002 

0.7 

<0.0000000000000002 

0.971 
0. 729 
0.781 
0.962 
0. 499 
0.484 
0.620 
0.850 

0 


